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ABOUT US
We are expert developers of technological solutions with
an experiential nature

ABOUT US
We are suppliers of
technological solutions with
experiential nature called

HYPEREXPERIENCES

Our partners:

After four years of hard
work, our focus on the retail
sector and the accumulated
expertise in the development
of technological solutions
allowed us to detect a
market oportunity for
which we created Alice.

2014

Alice turns into a reality
on PlayStore and AppStore.

2017
2018

DeuSens emerged as one
of the five first startups in
Spain focused on creating
B2B
virtual
reality
experiences.

Year after year we have
been incorporating new
technologies: augmented
reality,
mixed
reality,
developments
in
app
environment and especific
applications for the retail
sector.

We’ve work with great
brands in more than 10
countries.

This solution made us the
winners of the first edition
of Aragón Open Future, an
acceleration program pushed
by Torrevillage Zaragoza
Innovation in Retail partnered
with Fundación Telefónica.

OUR OBJECTIVES

1 To empower the organization’s brand and to optimize the commercialization process.
2 To transform the enterprise-client relationship into a memorable experience.
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WHAT IS ALICE?
“The democratizer app of augmented reality”

WHAT IS ALICE?
Alice is a commercial app tool which uses the augmented reality technology in
order to visualize the products in the real world, powering the commerzialitation
process and improving the sale process.

TECHNOLOGICAL
DEMOCRATIZATION

OPTIMIZING
YOUR SALES

SELF-MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM

CUSTOMIZABLE
TOOL

Making augmented reality a handy
tool.

Powering the commercial task through a new
way of communicating with your clients.

Cutting cost avoiding intermediate specialists
thanks to a self-management platform.

Offering a tool which meets your needs,
totally customizable.

The aim of Alice is the democratization of Augmented Reality as a
commercial tool. Any business from small companies to big well know brands
will access this technology without investing in a customized development.
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SELF-MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM
“Technology is nothing. The important thing is to have faith in
people and, if you give them tools, they will do wonderfull things”
— Steve Jobs

SELF-MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
It’s the way any company can manage its catalog and licenses
easily and independently, being able to adapt it to their
business needs.

This tool offers the potential for continued progress and is
permanently upgraded with new funcionalities without
extraordinary costs.

Alice ease and leads to save in general expenses because
it allows any company to manage the app independently,
without having to depend on a custom development.

Turns Alice into a reflection of your essence by customazing
every detail. Make the app yours by introducing all the elements
of your brand.
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BUSINESS USE
Since it was launched, Alice has already chieved success in
several sectors

BUSINESS USE

HOME DECORE

RETAIL

HORECA

Decorate a room from scratch thank to
Alice

Show your products and optimizes the
commercial space

Visualize the commercial proposals of your
suppliers

+ INFO
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PLAY

+ INFO

PLAY

+ INFO

PLAY

STREET FORNITURE

DIGITAL SIGNAGE

OTHER SECTORS

Show your projects even before you have
started the construction

Design your digital signage layout

Bring closer your sector to the future. How
to do it? We will help you

+ INFO

PLAY

+ INFO

PLAY

CONTACT US
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EARLY ADOPTERS
“The mind that is open to a new idea will never returns to its
original size — Albert Einstein

EARLY ADOPTERS

Beds

Liderlamp

Company that offers furniture and bedding products of important and
famous brands.

E-commerce of lamps and decorative articles whose founder has achieved
a significant influence that overstep the lighting sector, she has become a
nacional role model in the fashion and style sector.

The posibility to see their products in augmented reality has managed
to break the barriers that appear in customers when they buy
basic and important products for everyday life, increasing their
security during the purchase process.
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She is one of the first influencers to incorporate the inmersive
technologies in her commercial strategy, strengthening her
innovative image and improving the relationship that she has
with her followers.
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WHY YOU HAVE TO
INCORPORATE ALICE IN YOUR
COMPANY?
To transform a sale in one simple and effective transaction is required
a customizable tool at the service of your company

WHY YOU HAVE TO INCORPORATE ALICE IN YOUR COMPANY?
Perfect solution for all types of businesses

Companies whose clients are around
the world and they need to see how the
products fit in the real space.

Business that offer products that are needed
to try by customers, before buying
them.

Firms with a very customizable production
which they need to show their proposals
without have to produce them.

Corporations that offer products that
are difficult and expensive to transport
because of their dimensions.

Brands that need a tool which to show their
huge product portfolio easily
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IMPLEMENTATION
Alice for sales force
Alice for e-commerce

IMPLEMENTATION

ALICE FOR SALES FORCE

Provide your sales force with an augmented reality tool

BENEFITS FOR YOUR TEAM
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Show your products in an especific ambient context
facilitating the B2B sales

Make your order management easier connecting
Alice with your ERP

Increase sales

Save on time and product development costs

Gather your catalogue in only one device

Use this tool without needing Internet connection

Show your products where and whenever you want

Improve the internal communications

IMPLEMENTATION
ALICE FOR E-COMMERCE

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

BENEFITS

During the purchase process consumers are more
likely to have too many insecurities which are
increased specially when they can’t see the products in a
real space.

To democratize the augmented reality technology by
creating a tool that allows to break barriers
between consumers and ecommerce when they buy a
products that they can’t test.

To see the products in a real enviroment reduces the
uncertainty in the purchasing process, improving
your brand and products impact, making you an
outstanding provider and increasing your sales.

Take your e-commerce products to your customer reality

COMPANY BENEFITS

CUSTOMER BENEFITS

Offer the customer the oportunity to see the products
inside his reality

They have the posibility to consult and share their purchase with
friends

Increase sales

It is a source of inspiration for the consumer

Improve virtually your show room

Reduces the customer uncertainty in the purchase process

A new channel you can offer for promotions, increasing
the interaction with your brand

They live the purchasing process like an experience
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HOW TO START?
Three simple steps to start the journey
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HOW TO START?

1. 3D MODELING
OF THE
PRODUCTS

You have to make a 3D model of the products
that you want to include in the app.
We can take care of everything but, if
you already have 3D models you will be
able to do it yourself, or we will give you
the necessary instructions to make it.

2. CREATION OF
AN ACCOUNT

We will create your company profile for
you to access the app and the self-management
platform. Once you have it you will be able to
upload your 3D models.

3. CUSTOMIZATION

Once you have created the catalogue you can
start to transform Alice into an app that reflects you
corporate identity.
You will have a tool completely adapted to
your business requirements!
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ESTIMATION

Economic approach of its comercial implementation
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ESTIMATION
FOR SALES FORCE

Access
Every sales agent will have an account with his own login name and password, both
will be linked to the company catalogue that could be customized.

BASIC

PLUS

PRO

ENTERPRISE

1-10 Licenses

10-50 Licenses

50-100 Licenses

+100 Licenses

Without permancy

Without permancy

Without permancy

100 €/user/per month

90 €/user/per month

80 €/user/per month

Do you need an extra functionality
that you haven’t seen?

One-time payment

One-time payment

One-time payment

85 €/user/per month

75 €/user/per month

50 €/user/per month

* IVA not included

* 20GB extendable

* Unlimited Visualizations

* Private catalogue

* Online & Offline access

* Icons & interfaz customization

Contact with us and we
will make a customized
plan for your company
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ESTIMATION

FOR E-COMMERCE

Immediate integration
Consumers will be able to acces from a web site button
or through a QR code.

VIEWS
Every openning of
a 3D model will
count as a view.
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MONTHLY VIEWS

MONTHLY VIEWS

500

100 €

1.000

190 €

2.000

360 €

3.000

480 €

4.000

520 €

5.000

550 €

10.000

600 €

20.000

800 €

* IVA not included

* 20GB extendable * Limited Visualizations * Public catalogue * Online access

* Icons & interfaz customization

alicear.com

hello@alicear.com

Find out the latest news!

